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Abstract
Due to growing environmental awareness, the Circular Economy and in particular the concept of Reverse
Logistics (RL) are more and more becoming the focus of industry, yielding ecological as well as economic
advantages. However, the successful implementation of the concepts requires that several challenges be met.
One of the most common challenges is the lack of information within RL. One proposed solution is to use
more Automatic Identification Systems (Auto-ID) to track returning goods and close the information gaps
between RL participants. Currently available identification systems are often limited in their field of
application, as they can be very expensive, require a huge change in current logistics processes or suffer
from physical characteristics, such as electromagnetic absorption or limited visual contact. With this paper,
we introduce our novel concept for load carrier classification and quantification using Time-of-Flight (ToF)
cameras in combination with color images, beginning with a general overview of the system architecture
and process structure. This is followed by an in-depth analysis of the process steps, starting with triggering
camera records followed by image pre-processing, classification and finally a quantification of the loaded
cargo.
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1. Introduction
The discussion about the responsible use of natural resources has grown over the last decades. One major
concept in addressing this issue is the Circular Economy [1]. It defines a production and consumption system
that implements a circular life cycle for goods. This means not only that products, load carriers and packages
are delivered from the manufacturer to the customer, but also that used goods are returned from the customer
to the manufacturer for reuse or recycling, in a process called Reverse Logistics (RL) [2]. This process allows
the sustainable usage of resources and components by returning them back to the commodity cycle [3].
Not only does the implementation of RL reduce the need for raw materials, companies can also gain
economic benefits as well as social recognition [4]. Along with these benefits, RL faces several challenges,
including social, political and economic barriers [5]. Other frequently mentioned major challenges are the
lack of information, such as about the timing, quality or quantity of returned goods, and about the required
technological systems needed to acquire this information [5]. If manufacturers implement Reverse Logistics,
their production depends more and more on these kinds of information [6]. This paper contributes a technical
concept for the classification and quantification of returned packages, especially load carriers, which can be
easily adapted to current processes. The aim is to increase the amount of information which will improve
knowledge about incoming and stored packages, enabling higher production certainty and better prediction
of future material demands.
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2. Related Work
2.1 Automatic Identification (Auto-ID)
In the Forward Supply Chain identification and tracking of goods are common tasks, mainly solved by using
Auto-ID technologies. One of the most established and well used technologies are barcodes [7]. Even if they
are easy to use and cheap, they have several disadvantages, such as the need for visual contact, the relatively
short reading range [8] and susceptibility to environmental factors such as water and dirt [9]. On the other
hand, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) can solve the problem of visual contact and range, as it uses
radio frequency for identification [10]. For the RL concept, RFID demonstrates good applicability for
tracking returned products [11],[12]. While RFID seems to be a better choice than barcode-based
identification systems, there are several drawbacks. RFID in general is much more expensive than a simple
barcode. Besides tags, infrastructure for reading and processing the data is required [11], necessitating huge
initial investments [13]. Further disadvantages result from physical characteristics. RFID uses radio
frequency waves which are absorbed by liquids and reflected by metals, which reduces the utility of RFID
in certain environments and industries [8],[14].
2.2 Machine Vision
With the breakthrough of modern Machine Learning (ML) methods such as Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN), Machine Vision has experienced a huge acceleration in different areas such as Image Classification
and Object Detection and Segmentation [15]. As ML methods are data driven, many datasets are available,
either general [16],[17] or task-specific, such as autonomous driving [18] or remote sensing [19]. As logistics
involves a large number of different objects and is associated with a high degree of continuous change [20],
especially when customized load carriers are used, it is very difficult to find usable datasets. There are only
a few datasets available, such as Logistics Objects in Context (LOCO) [21], which offers a wide range of
general objects used in logistics, such as load carriers, pallets and forklifts, or, on the other hand, datasets
that contain only one class (load carrier) [22].
3. Problem Description and Motivation
The lack of information within RL cannot be solved only by using currently available Auto-ID technologies,
which leads to the need to consider alternative technologies. With the huge breakthroughs that modern
machine learning techniques provide to machine vision, new approaches for identification are possible.
However, huge datasets are needed for such approaches, and they are often not available within specific
areas. For a better understanding, we emphasize an example using the German beverage industry. Here the
end customer returns empty bottles as well as the load carriers, mainly crates, to the retailer, which delivers
them to sorting companies and then back to the bottler. Future production therefore depends on the number
of returned load carriers, which requires a process for classifying and counting. Most of the commonly used
Auto-ID technologies such as RFID are not applicable in this industry because of the liquids and the high
investment resulting from the huge number of crates in relation to the costs for installing tags. Auto-ID
systems using optical identification, such as barcodes, are not applicable, because the composition of the
transported goods is often changed by different processes like sorting. Old barcodes therefore need to be
removed and new barcodes need to be attached to cargo at every process that changes composition, or else
every load carrier would get a barcode, which is not possible due to the lack of visibility. Additionally, most
beverage manufacturer design their own load carriers for product branding purposes and change the designs
regularly, increasing the difficulty of data mirroring recently used load carriers. Due to the limitations of
current Auto-ID systems, stocktaking is often performed by hand, resulting in an inaccurate and inefficient
mapping of the inventory, and potentially affecting future production. With this paper, we contribute a
concept to address both challenges, combining a method for fast data acquisition with the use of machine
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vision approaches to increase information density. This eliminates the need for manual stocktaking, reduces
inventory differences and improves production forecasting. We aim to increase the scope of application and
promote RL, mainly using cameras (ToF and RGB) and CNN for the classification of load carriers.
4. Concept Overview and Architecture
4.1 Use-Case
To explain our concept, we will focus on the load carrier transportation processes within a German beverage
manufacturer. Beverage load carriers are regular and uniform, but vary in geometry depending on the type,
so that carriers of one type can be easily stacked and transported on a pallet by forklifts. Depending on the
forklift’s size, it can simultaneously transport several pallets, which are called a bundle.
4.1 Planned Hardware Setup
For our setup we plan to use several sensors and computation units for different purposes. We will use two
ultrasonic sensors with a measurement range of 4.5 meters to determine the distance between the forklift and
the bundle and the height of the forks above the ground. For depth and color images, we will use a Microsoft
Kinect V2, which combines color and a ToF camera in one single device. For process steering and data
processing we will use an Nvidia Jetson NX Development Kit because of its small size compared to CPU
performance and an integrated GPU to accelerate our CNN execution. All these components will be mounted
on forklifts, so no external components are required.
4.2 Pipeline Architecture
For our concept, we designed a pipeline which can be subdivided into two parts. A general part provides a
fast way to acquire and refine needed data (Triggering, Data Acquisition, Preprocessing) and two different
modes − training (Labeling, Training) and operating (Classification, Quantification) − which can either be
used for data labelling and training of neural networks or be used for classification and counting of load
carriers (Figure 1).
Triggering and Data Acquisition: As the forklift approaches the load carriers, we measure the distance
between the forklift and the load carriers. If the distance falls below a certain threshold, an event signal is
sent to activate the camera and start data acquisition. As the forklift is driving towards the load carriers, the
distance continues to decrease. If a second threshold is reached, data acquisition is stopped because the
camera modules are too close to the load carriers and the field of view is restricted. The recorded data
between start and stop are henceforth referred as time series. In our case our time series contain color and
depth images, which are both needed for further processing. The end of data acquisition represents the start
of the preprocessing task, which is realized by sending an event signal from data acquisition to preprocessing.
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Figure 1: Pipeline overview.
Blue boxes describe the tasks while the blue arrows show transitions between the tasks.
Grey arrows and boxes refer to the results of the tasks.

Preprocessing: The preprocessing task will provide necessary data for both modes, training and operating.
First, we need to specify the position of our transported load carriers and separate them from other load
carriers to prevent misclassification. Therefore, the main task for preprocessing is to calculate the Region of
Interest (ROI) in the color image in which the load carriers are contained (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Color image with marked RoI (red rectangle)
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First, we identify specific key points within our depth image. As the load carriers are arranged as a cuboid,
the most apparent key points are the four edges describing the front of the cuboid (Figure 3). Additional data
about the cuboid are not used. Because our camera position is not restricted in height, the front is the only
guaranteed visible part independent of the camera height.

Figure 3: Depth image with marked edges.
A: upper edge, B: right edge, C: left edge, D: lower edge

By calculating the intersection of these edges, we find the corner points for our ROI, which are transformed
from a depth image coordinate space to a color image coordinate space and used to crop the image (Figure
4). Since load carriers differ in size and we do not know the size of our selected load carriers, we subdivide
our image into predefined areas which can handle different sizes to preserve geometrical and structural
information. For example, if we choose one mask too small for our load carrier size, we cut off necessary
information. Using a lager mask compensates for these information losses, but contains a small amount of
additional information from neighbor load carriers. Therefore, we need to select our mask sizes precisely to
find an equilibrium between the loss and additional information. In addition, this is a common practice to
reduce problem of scale invariance from which CNN suffer [23]. We therefore cut our cropped image into
smaller pieces by using different masks of predefined size (Figure 4). The resulting stack of small images is
henceforth called a patch. These patches are used for both modes, training and operating. The patch is useful
especially in the classification task to determine whether the bundle contains different types of load carriers.
Depending on the current mode, patches are either stored for offline processes like labeling and training or
used directly for classification and discarded afterwards.
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Figure 4: Cropped color image and the resulting subdivided images using different mask sizes (red rectangle and blue
rectangle)

Training mode: Training mode will be used for a fast generation of the necessary labeled data needed for
the subsequent training of neural networks.
Labeling: Thanks to the preprocessing task, we can generate a huge number of cropped images
automatically. In addition, since we are working with time series, we need to label only the time series
instead of every image, since the images inherit the time series label.
Training: For training we will use Pytorch [24] as the framework for implementing and testing our CNNs
for classification. Within Pytorch, several predefined CNNs such as ResNet [25] can be selected and trained
with the generated patches. As our concept is developed to quickly switch to operating mode, object
detection and segmentation are not considered because of the higher manual effort in labeling data.
Operating mode: With the operating mode, the picked load carriers can be classified and, by using
additional information from the ultrasonic sensors, the amount of loaded cargo can be calculated.
Classification: Since we create our patch, we can now exploit the fact that every image contains only a small
part of the original cropped image. Although we trained our CNN only with data created using bundles with
single types, we can now classify every patch independently. By adding up the classification results of every
single image, we can derive information about the whole bundle by evaluating the resulting distribution and
making a statement whether there is only one or several types of load carriers within the bundle. In addition,
if we use the position information of the patched images within our ROI and combine the information with
our classification results, we can define areas within which certain load carriers occur.
Quantification: If the classification was successful and we use the lower edge and upper edge height, we
can determine the total height of the cargo. Using the classification and area information, we are able to look
up historical data related to our loaded cargo, e.g., the single load carrier height and the number of crates per
layer, which finally can be used to estimate the total number of crates picked up by the forklift.
4.3 Restrictions
Due to the cargo loading process and the sensors mounted on forklifts, we can gain information from only
one side of the bundle (Figure 2). Our pipeline can therefore estimate only the class and number of load
carriers based on this data. Because this approach reduces the operating area, no further process adjustments
or extra components need to be installed. In addition, we have further restrictions regarding the two modes
of our concept.
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Training mode: To accelerate labeling it is necessary that the loaded bundle contain only one class of load
carriers. This allows us to label a whole time series with just one single label.
Operating mode: In contrast to the training mode restriction, different classes of load carriers can be handled
within the bundle. However, with our restricted view of the bundle, we cannot detect mixed types outside
the ROI. We therefore assume that, if our classification outcome predicts only one class, the whole bundle
will be viewed as containing one type, otherwise the bundle is identified as mixed bundle. To quantify mixed
bundles, an additional restriction comes into play. Because we have information about where different load
carriers occur in our ROI, we can still estimate the number of load carriers if they are limited to pallets, e.g.,
every pallet contains only one type of load carrier. This allows us to look up historical data related to singlepallet cargo. If we cannot comply with this restriction, quantification is marked as impossible because of the
high spatial mixing of different load carriers.
5. Conclusion and Future Work
Reverse Logistics as a part of the Circular Economy is a key concept for enabling a sustainable and
environmentally friendly product lifecycle with additional benefits for companies willing to implement it.
Beside the benefits, there are several challenges associated with Reverse Logistics, especially the lack of
technical systems to acquire the information needed for successful operation. Current technologies such as
Barcodes and RFID suffer from different physical, processual or economical limitations, e.g.,
electromagnetic absorption, limited visibility, major changes in current processes or high financial
investments. In this paper, we presented a camera-based data processing pipeline for classification of load
carriers to increase information density and overcome technical problems for manufacturers. Furthermore,
our approach can be easily integrated into current processes without major changes, and the expense is
scalable without huge initial investments, as no expensive external components are needed.
In future work we will implement this concept within a beverage facility to test the system under real
conditions. We assume that the quality of images recorded by the camera system will be especially affected
by environmental conditions such as rain, snow, the day-and-night cycle or fog, as the system will be used
indoors and outdoors. Accordingly, we are defining our requirements and developing the software needed
to realize our concept. Afterwards a test phase under real conditions is planned with an evaluation of the
concept.
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